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Bachchan is likable, if only by association with the brash and unapologetic newcomer. He does a decent job of bringing out the Kalanias very small, very specific quirks, though
Khan is hardly the rival his performance would seem to warrant. The film moves more quickly than youd expect in spite of its epic structure, thanks to a breezy story and some

inspired but seemingly accidental humor. Its unlikely to turn the heads of your moviegoing cohorts (some of whose jokes fall flat, while others seem too out-of-context to be funny),
but its a fun, all-around entertainer that deserves a wider audience (if not an Academy Award nomination). Its just that, after playing such a large role in the movie industrys very

history, Sachins return to his feel-good roots is a bit of a shock. If the plot of Piku seems somewhat familiar, its because its based on a real-life incident. Pikus creator Prakash Arvind
makes it clear that the film is based on a true story, and that Sachin has been following the same rather routine lifestyle since his early days with the film. Whether its the drug

addiction, the stress of doing too many movie roles, or something else entirely, it seems obvious that at this point in his career, he just wants to have some peace and be with his
family. The most striking example of this is the fact that, after being home for a week to celebrate Eid, Sachin has apparently missed more than half the holiday in favor of filming

the film. Its not all drama though. Pikus comedy is mostly in the form of one or two lines that are delivered deadpan. The cast is given a brief, well-told backstory, but the characters
in general are given the barest of backstories that ill ever make sense within the context of the film. In a similar vein, and perhaps for budgetary reasons, the movie occasionally
breaks the fourth wall. Maybe, like The Americans, the filmmakers have decided that the only way to get their story across is to address the audience. The dialogue is direct, and
sometimes a bit brassy, and most of the jokes are very subtle. One of the best jokes sees Piku ask her dad for some of the money he apparently spends on T-shirts (the S in Shiva
brand is carefully disguised). For some reason, he hesitates and then replies, Youre asking me to get you a T-shirt, and Im asking you to get me a bowl. Its a simple joke that leads

into a ruminative, contemplative discussion of money in which Sachin and the audience are all too happy to engage. When the father arrives in the room, it gets increasingly
obvious that Piku knows the family Whats going to happen, and is simply waiting for it to unfold.
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These prefigurative
resources also appeal to

consumers and viewers that
have access to the Internet.

The films that are shown
ahead of their release date,

which is seen as a
prefigurative practice, are

examples of how this
concept influences the

viewing and consumption of
film. Prefigurative practices
produce an effect that alters
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the way in which audiences
interpret films. For example,

it can give the audience
expectations of what to
expect, or potentially

change their opinions of a
film they otherwise might be

unfamiliar with.
Prefiguration, then,

produces a variable in the
minds of viewers and

consumers, who read more
into the cinema than the

film itself. It highlights the
significance of the
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prefigurative resources,
which adds to the

atmosphere that surrounds
any films release. In the
case of Piku, through the
part that is teased before
the release of the movie,
people will have a better

understanding of the
relationship that these two

characters share. These
films, which go by the name
of prefigurative, constantly
challenge the conventional
practices in the making and
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selling of content. A Piku
trailer that begins with the
statement that American

Indians are not good for the
environment, is believed to
be a preview of what is to
come at the movie. The

teaser might be a legitimate
“preview” or could be the

purported creation of a fan
of Indian cinema, which may
or may not reflect what the
final product will be like. It
will be interesting to see

how the trailer does at the
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box office. Though one
might be able to find a lot of
pirated material online, Piku

has chosen to take
advantage of the

prefigurative elements of
their trailer to market the

movie. Using these
elements to promote the

film is not necessarily
illegal, but it is certainly

recommended that one do
so in a legitimate manner.

Users that download pirated
videos are not only stealing
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a work of art, but in essence
they are also stealing

potential business for a film
that has been forced to
release its own teaser

material to avoid others
from encroaching on its pre-

existing audience.
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